Main Obstacle to Filling All Available Spots for Student Admissions by Program Type, 2010

- Lack of qualified students: PN 50%, ADN 51%, Diploma 42%, BSN 42%, BSRN 33%, MSN 35%, Doctorate 44%
- Lack of affordability/High cost of education: PN 18%, ADN 13%, Diploma 21%, BSN 19%, BSRN 11%, MSN 11%, Doctorate 32%
- Limited recruitment territory: PN 4%, ADN 2%, Diploma 0%, BSN 0%, BSRN 6%, MSN 4%, Doctorate 0%
- Lack of interest in nursing: PN 4%, ADN 2%, Diploma 0%, BSN 0%, BSRN 4%, MSN 0%, Doctorate 0%